
 

 

 

The Christ Cathedral of the Triad Code! 

Our Code is the culture that defines Christ Cathedral of the           
Triad (CCT). The Code is a part of our DNA, and each            
element therein defines how Christ Cathedral is unique. We         
embrace our uniqueness, not as a mystical occurrence, but         
as a distinguishing factor of our purpose. The Code reflects          
the calling of Christ on each of our servant-leaders, and it           

sets us apart from everything you have ever experienced about church before, even this church.               
We are not afraid to call ourselves a church because after 28 years, then a subsequent                
replanting, we believe we now know what "THE CHURCH" is all about.  

Therefore, we have adopted this Code, and believe, as it defines us, we are refined. Most                
importantly, when executed well, the Code reflects not only our standard of excellence at Christ               
Cathedral, but also the standard that Jesus sets for each of His servant-leaders. We commit to                
touch the Triad region and beyond with this print from God's hand of love. 

CCT CODE 

We Are United Under One Vision: 
Christ Cathedral is built on one vision "to see people who desire to know a delivered life filled                  
with life in Christ." We will aggressively defend our unity and our vision. If you are not                 
comfortable being around those who have had struggles and those who are struggling, this may               
not be a good fit for you. 

Playing It Safe is Risky: 
In order to dominate (penetrate) the Triad region and beyond with the Gospel of deliverance, we                
cannot play it safe. We will act in audacious faith by setting what may seem to be impossible                  
goals, taking bold steps of faith, and watching God move and honor His Word. We reject the                 
fear of failure by operating in the faith of following through. 

Less is More: 
We are committed to quality above all else, rather than quantity. We can do more ministry with                 
less programs. We have been seen as big, but operated with little. We are now looking to do                  
more and be more, not just have more. 

 

 

 



 

Found People Find People: 
We are intentional about finding those far from God and extending the greatest invitation: the               
invitation to know Christ. Therefore, our mission embodies and includes each one of us,              
actively participating, winning more souls to the body of Christ.  

We Are a Generation That Gives Honor: 
We freely give honor to those above us, beside us, and under us because of the potential God                  
has placed inside of them and the security we have inside of us. 

No Perfect People Allowed: 
We are imperfect people seeking a perfect God. Everyone has sinned and fallen short of the                
glory of God; yet, we make no excuses. We are cognizant that our humanity needs God's                
divinity to be effective.  He called us crippled; we serve while recovering. 

We Need Your Seat: 
We will not cater to personal preferences or prejudices in our mission to reach the Triad and                 
beyond. We are just as concerned with the people we are trying to reach as we are with the                   
people this ministry keeps.  As you stay, you will stand to serve others that come. 

Delivered People Deliver People: 
We have a deep commitment to pursue a lifestyle of holiness and service to others - not to just                   
grow a church, but to grow and build people, thereby growing a church. To admit deliverance is                 
a transparent admission that we have come out of something that had us bound. Hence, we                
are all coming through and out of something only God could bring us through. 

Giving Is Our Highest Form of Worship: 
Our church will go above and beyond to give sacrificially of our gifts and resources to the Work,                  
Word and Worship of God by way of ministry. 

We Will Not Take This for Granted: 
What we are experiencing at Christ Cathedral is not normal. Servant-leadership in God's             
kingdom is the highest calling, and we will remain grateful for God's hand of favor and the                 
limitless opportunities He has given us to serve. 

We Step Outside the Box: 
We are committed to trying things no one else is trying. In order to reach people that no one                   
else is reaching, we have to do things no one else is doing and take the hits that no one else is                      
willing to take. 

We Give God Our Best, Not What's Left: 
We do not apologize for expecting excellence, which honors God and inspires people. The              
highest compliment we can give to our servant-leaders is to demand the best from them. 

 



 

We Operate Within A Culture of Praise 
When you worship with us, you will understand the passion we have for God by our expression                 
of love through praise. We praise as individuals in a unified setting. We do not need another                 
reason to praise God, just another opportunity, and we seize those upon every remembrance of               
God's greatness and goodness to us. 

 

 

 


